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1 – Shaft Yoke

Specialist one-way bearing, applied in the gearbox based on 2 and more differentials, is 
composed of two elements. The first element is the two springs, as it is visible on the 
diagram, of equal lenghts L1=L2, different are only the diameters because of technological 
considerations. Paremeters of these springs, I think, should be identical. However, turned in 
different directions. They are anchored in satellite shafts. It is possible to anchor them with fit 
interference. These springs should be anchored with appropriate initial tension, so that the 
designer using the Smith-Haigh's diagram could design a better and cheaper element. 
Considering that the springs are anchored with fit interference, there will appear not only 
radial forces but also axial forces which are going to cause unnecessary load for the springs. 
Because of that there might be a need to use a satellite shaft with loose interference spline. 
The problem might be anchoring the springs in the shaft, because there are going to appear 
shear forces of high values. The springs do not have to be anchored as in the diagram, there 
are many solutions to eliminate shear forces.
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2 –  Output Shaft 

The second element is the claw clutch with an appropriate spring. A specific claw clutch with 
possibly smallest ẞ degree and α degree adjusted to cushion excessive amplitudes of 
momenta. The spring installed in this element should cause the claw clutch to work, 
eliminating the excessive amplitudes and transfering the turning momentum on the output 
shaft. The spring is a guarantee that the excessive value of drive gear momentum will cause 
the detent to be reliable every time. ẞ degree determines the efficiency of the mechanism – 
the lower the higher the efficiency.
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A B C

Output
P2, M2, ω2

Input
P1, M1, ω1

Basic relationships
P2 = kP1, and k, the 

efficiency, the assumption that 
approximately = 1. All radii of 
the wheels in the mechanism 

involved is equal to R = 1. 
Inertial masses in this 

mechanism are equal to m = 0 
and P1= M1 ω1,   P2= M2 ω2  
…........ and outher, as on the 

diagram on the left.

a a a

bcc c bb

PAc,  M Ac, ω2 PBc,  MBc, ω2 PCc,  MCc, ω2

PBa,  MBa, ωBa PCa,  MCa, ωCa

ωAb ωBb ωCb

Clutch

In any interval  Δt on the timeline. The values P1 =constant, M1=constant, ω1=constant

M(t), ω(t)

tΔt

¼ Δt ¼ Δt ¼ Δt ¼ Δt

I II III IV

There is no possibility of using a differential equation for the mathematical model of this 
mechanism because some functions of momenta and angular velocities are discrete. It is visible 
on the diagram on the left (green and orange lines, it is caused by one-way bearing). The 
theorethical mechanism assumes no springs, there is only a detent used. Perhaps, one can solve 
this problem with the application of chaos theory. I do not see the need of using mathematics 
because in reality there are no rigid bands. Every element made of metal has its own deflection – 
elasticity. The springs (visible on the top diagram) have the same properties as bands, but the 
deflection is multiplied. On the left diagram, with an assumption that P1, M1, ω1  are constant, 
the linear weight is put on the output shaft (the black line). This increasing momentum caused the 
decrease of angular velocity (the grey line). According to the equations on my webpage – 
www.kw107.wordpress.com concerning planar motion show that the values from green, blue and 
yellow fields (on the top diagram) are not continuous in the time function. The cause of it is the 
one-way bearing used in the mechanism, as in the Google+ document „Kinematic Chain”, which 
results in only positive values of momenta on the output shaft. Maybe the springs are not 
necessary, therefore the detent would be enough for the mechanism to function properly. I have 
added these additional elements (springs) in order to show that there are many possibilities of 
solving the problems of an automatic gearbox, based on many differentials connected with one-
way bearing. Perhaps even the detent – ratchet is not necessary, but the application of specialist 
viscose one-way bearing would be enough. This bearing should have such properties that in the 
driveline direction the friction should be maximum, and in the opposite direction the friction should 
be minimum, so that the efficiency of the gearbox would be possibly the highest.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lXYIb_AIUiBZZH5p4y0D8e4K4NOiduLx-L8LzoXg_rk/edit
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